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The recent subprime crisis has certainly made the headlines in recent weeks. Delinquencies
/foreclosures are up and even some large mortgage related companies are downsizing or are near
bankruptcy. Both governor Spitzer and president Bush want to institute legislation and funding which
will protect homeowners from foreclosures.  governor Spitzer's immediate program proposes to fund
$100 million in NYS subsidies to homeowners.  According to a number of commercial real estate
brokers a number of prime properties will be held off the market  until the immediate subprime fallout
has passed.  Why did all this happen and what effect will it have on overall capitalization rates?  
One of the first lessons I had in the business world was from an old banker who worked for a now
extinct savings and loan almost 35 years ago.  He said, "Home construction is the backbone of a
local economy."  It has applicability to many economies especially in upstate New York.  I have
observed this phenomenon during the housing highs of the early 1970s, mid-1980s, the early 1990s
and  in the time period of 2002-2004. During these time periods the demand for materials, labor,
loans, service professionals was high. Construction workers, construction material distributors,
service professionals, etc. were also making substantial wage/salaries.  This produced some
tremendous multipliers throughout the entire local and regional economy.  The decline of
manufacturing has been ongoing in the northeast U.S. since the early 1970s. Manufacturing 
traditionally has thrown  off the biggest multipliers of most jobs. The federal reserve had a policy of
relatively low interest rates over the past six years. It appears that in order to make up for the loss of
manufacturing jobs, the federal reserve realized  the offset could be to keep the local economies
stimulated with low mortgage rates and therefore large demand for housing.  This substantiates my
earlier statement that local home construction is the "backbone" of  the local economy.  
Before the recent housing downturn, nationally there were large price increases due to high demand
and relatively low supply. This produced some reaction by the federal reserve to increase rates. 
However, as time went on an oversupply resulted  from overbuilding which  depressed prices.  The
combination of increasing rates, less loan availability decreasing housing prices feeds upon itself to
produce the part of the subprime crisis we currently are in.  Those borrowers in the subprime market
are the most vulnerable because their loan to value and debt service/income ratios were high to
begin with especially those with adjustable rate mortgages. The defaults have become high and the
subprime crisis has escalated. 
The good news is based upon quotes from some upstate bankers. The impact on delinquencies will
not be substantial, since upstate New York markets have generally been conservatively underwritten
because of relatively low appreciation.  In areas of high appreciation such as downstate New York
the effect can be more substantial   However, there has been many checks and balances put in
place since the savings and loan crisis in the 1980s during the Reagan administration.  In addition,



at least in downstate New York high paying technology jobs are still plentiful. In fact, downstate New
York and northern New Jersey still have over 600,000 high paying technology jobs. The fallout from
this current subprime crisis will not have the severity of the 1980s savings and loan debacle.  The
biggest effect will be both higher mortgage interest rates and less availability of credit.  This will
increase overall rates. Given the relatively slow growth of values in upstate, the overall cap rate
effect will be minimized. But it will be significant. Apartment complexes  have general cap rates of
7-9.5%; office buildings at 8-10%; shopping centers at 7.75-9.75%. Industrial properties of
8.25%-10.5%. Downstate New York has general apartment cap rates of 4.75-8%; office buildings at
5.75-8.5%; shopping centers at 5.25-8%; and industrial properties of 6-9%.  There is some more
potential for increases in the short run. In summary, the recent subprime crisis will have minimal
long range effects on cap rates in NYS. 
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